Our Roots

« Alprausch is a story of a unique tribe
based in Zürich, Switzerland, which
has created a line of clothing, ou terwear and accessories with a style
that dares to combine classic Swiss
tradition with modern street and
snow culture. »

Winter Collection

What started as a local Swiss project in 2001,
Alprausch has slowly spread into a global
phenomenon. It is our true intention to share with
the world all the things that make our everyday lives so special. Enjoying a sharp contrast to
other brands, fans are reminded every season that Alprausch is a family of people not willing
to give in to fashion dictated by the masses.
Creativity, style, fit and function, these are attributes that we feel make clothing special. By
working with our own ideals and style, we have
created a line of clothing that is often viewed
as somewhat against the grain. By embedding
positive Swiss ideals into inspirational styles,
we offer a concept and a story to people who possess originality and the need to live and dress
apart from the rest.
Our vision combines modern materials and high
quality standards with images and ideas unique to Switzerland. This vision may include the traditional Swiss sport of Hornussen, the reflection of a skyscraper in a lake or blue skies over
white glaciers.
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Basic Collection

They make you feel comfortable. They
are snug and fit perfectly. They are
soft and luscious. Their prints make you
smile. They accompany you everywhere.
What we’re talking about? The T-shirts in our basic
collection, of course! We at Alprausch have
always put a lot of creative energy into the design
of our basic T-shirts. Because we believe that
a good T-shirt goes a long way.
For our prints, Switzerland offers so many intriguing traditions and peculiarities to be inspired by
– all we have to do is pick some and rework
them in our unique Alprausch way to come up with
the creative and fun daily wear that makes
Alprausch so special.

Winter Collection

It’s not only about the looks, though. To ensure that
we can offer our customers T-shirts of the
highest quality, we’ve been working together with
small, family run companies in Portugal for
years. They bring all of the know-how that is needed to produce a great T-shirt, and we get to
make a product that we are truly proud of. We’d
say that’s a win-win situation right there!
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Women
Winter Collection

W16W200 Alphirschli

W16W201 Fuchs & Haas

W16W204 Alpherzli

W16W205 Schii schlittle

walnut melange

black

white

blue light

W16W202 Rock the Alps Blüemli

W16W203 Let it Snow

W16W206 Schneemaa

W16W207 Iiskönigin

black

navy

china blue

white
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Women
Winter Collection

W16W208 Fondue Rausch

W16W209 Du Hirsch Du

W16W212 Saletti

W16W213 Hirschliebi

black

pastel parchment melange

candy pink melange/ marzipan melange

navy

W16W210 Tischi Busle

W16W211

W16W214 Barry Hilf

W16W215 Blitzbüsi

deep sea melange

walnut melange

light grey

grey melange

Ovi Melange
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Women
Winter Collection

W16W216 Tattoo Hirsch

W16W217 Supermuus

peppermint melange

grey melange

Men
Winter Collection

W16M100 Schneealp

W16M101 Alpkletterer

W16M104 Bockwidder

W16M105 Alp - Code

black

grey melange

grey melange

black

W16M102 Schneebrülle

W16M103 Schpring Hirsch

W16M106 Bergruef

W16M107 Kulthirsch

grey melange

cordovan

cordovan

grey melange
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Men
Winter Collection

W16M108 Panorama

W16M109 Schilift

W16M112

orion blue

white

reseda / black forest

black

W16M114

W16M115

W16M110
navy

Chrüsimüsi

W16M111
deep forest

Joseboarder

white

Schwiizerblitz

Bergalp

W16M113

navy

Schwiizerholz

Alphooligan
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Men
W16M116

Alpventure

Winter Collection

snow white

W16M118

W16M117

Der Alprausch

grey melange

Holzmax

chocolate melange

W16M119

Tannerbaum

meditarian blue

W16M120 Schneetöff

W16M121 Alp- Soda

china blue melange

snow white

W16M122 Alp -Gondeli

W16M123 Snow Patrol

thyme

black forest
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Men
W16M124 Bergfahrt

W16M125 Alpwidder

W16M128 Holztäschli

chocolate

smoked pearl

walnut melange

Winter Collection
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The data and information contained are being
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provided for information only. Alprausch does

CH-8045 Zürich

not accept any responsibility or liability with

Switzerland

regards to the reliance on or use of this data
and information. Alprausch makes no warranties

Phone: +41 44 450 74 74

or promises, as to the accuracy or completeness.

Fax:

Neither does this information imply the availability

+41 44 450 74 75

W16M126 Into the Wild

W16M127 Rock the Alps

info@alprausch.ch

of any mentioned items.

after dark

black

www.alprausch.com
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